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ABSTRACT 
This paper gives new proofs for certain inequalities previously established by the 
author involving sums of singular values of matrices A, B, C = A + B, and also sums of 
singular values of A, B, and C when A,B are complementary submatrices of C. Some 
new facts concerning these inequalities are also included. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In recent years a number of inequalities of relatively simple form have 
been found governing the eigenvalues of a sum C = A + B of Hermitian 
matrices A, B. See [3] and [4]. It has furthermore been shown [S] that these 
inequalities for the eigenvalues of Hermitian A, B, C = A + B can be adapted 
to yield inequalities for the eigenvalues of the partitioned Hermitian matrix 
which, instead of being the sum of A and B, has A,B as complementary 
principal submatrices. With respect to singular values, it is known [3,4] that 
certain of the inequalities for the eigenvalues of a sum of Hermitian matrices 
also hold for the singular values of a sum of arbitrary (not necessarily 
Hermitian) matrices. It is also known [S] that certain of the inequalities for 
the eigenvalues of Hermitian A, B, C in the partitioned matrix (1) continue to 
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hold for the singular values of arbitrary matrices A, B, C when 
(2) 
has A, B as complementary submatrices. These facts about singular values 
easily follow by applying the results in the Hermitian case to matrices of the 
form 
0 A 
[ 1 A+ 0 
with A arbitrary, noticing that the eigenvalues of this matrix are the singular 
values of A and their negatives. This device, due to Wielandt, is somewhat 
artificial, however, and it may be asked if more natural proofs of the results 
for singular values can be found. We shall give such proofs in this paper. 
These proofs will rely, as do most proofs of the types of inequality considered 
here, on a basic geometrical property of nested chains of subspaces in a finite 
dimensional vector space due to J. Hersch and B. P. Zwahlen [IO], and 
brought into more suitable form by the present author [6]. A special case of 
the type of argument we employ is to be found in Theorem 2 of the paper 
[l] of Fan. 
2. DEFINITION OF SINGULAR VALUES 
Let A be a rectangular matrix, say mXn, with complex entries, and 
denote by A* the complex conjugate transpose of A. Let s,(A) > ’ . * > s,(A) 
denote the eigenvalues of the positive semidefinite matrix (AA*)‘/‘, and for 
i > m set s,(A) = 0. We define the singular values of A to be the infinitely 
many nonnegative numbers sr > ss > * * * , only finitely many of which are 
nonzero. The use of this infinite set of members in place of the finite set 
s,> *** > s, makes good sense for rectangular matrices, not depending on 
whether (AA*)‘i2 or (A*A)‘i2 is used in the definition. It also permits the 
subscripts in the singular value inequalities below to exceed the size of the 
matrix in question, thereby allowing these inequalities to have a form simpler 
and slightly more general than the form of the corresponding inequalities for 
the eigenvalues of Hermitian matrices. 
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3. SINGULAR VALUES FOR MATRIX SUMS 
Throughout Sec. 3 we let A, B, C= A + B be (not necessarily square) 
matrices of the same size, with singular values 
a,>a,> .**, &>Ps> ***, Yl>YZ>"', 
respectively. 
THEOREM 1. Let i, < i, < . * * < i,,, and il < jz < * * * < i,,, be positive in- 
tegers, and set 
lc,=i,+j,- t for t=l,...,m. 
Then the singular values of A, B, C = A + B satisfy 
Ey&&+ %$. 
t=1 t=1 t=1 
Proof. The singular values of a matrix are not changed if the matrix is 
augmented with zero rows or zero columns. We may therefore assume A, B, 
C = A + B are square matrices, say n X n, with n 2 k. By considering 
UC= WA + UB, for unitary U, we may also assume C is positive semidefinite 
Hermitian. 
Let e i, . . . , e, be orthonormal eigenvectors of A*A, let fi,, . . , fn be 
orthonormal eigenvectors of B* B, and let g,, . . . ,&I be orthonormal eigen- 
vectors of C, such that 
A*Aet=a$t, B*Bf=&2ft, Cgt=yt&, t=l,...,n. 
Let the symbol (e) denote the linear span of the enclosed vectors. 
The fundamental geometrical fact underlying these inequalities is this: 
there exists an m-dimensional subspace e, of n-space such that 
dim(&,n(et,...,e,))>m+l-t, 
did Cm n <f-,. . . ..fn))>m+l-t. 
din4 em n (g,, . . . ,g&) 2 t, t=1,...,7n. (3) 
The construction of this subspace, in a different but equivalent form, was 
first given in a penetrating paper by B. P. Zwahlen [lo]. A number of 
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different constructions of l& are now known, the simplest being in [S]. 
Since !?, satisfies (3), we may find three orthonormal bases for it, say 
{Xi,.**, x,}, (4, . . . . C}, {x;,...,~:}, with xtE(gl ,... ,g& x;E<e4,...,e,), 
~I’~(_&,..., f”), for t= l,..., 
(B*Bx;,q < /!3;. 
m. Then (Cq,x,) > yk, (A*Ax{,xl) < a& 
Note that a sum such as X7_ i(Ax,, xJ in which the vectors xi,. . .,x, are 
orthonormal depends only on the space spanned by xi,. . . ,x,,, and not on the 
individual vectors. That is, 
We now calculate as follows: 
m 
x ykg 2 (Cw,)= 5 (Awd+ $! @tx,,xt) 
t=1 t-1 t=1 t=1 
= fzl (Ax;, xi’) + tzl ht”, 4’) 
= 2 (A*AX;,#~+ tfJl(B*B~;,x;)1’2 
t-1 
This completes the proof. W 
In the next theorem S,( y) denotes a jump function, defined by S,( y) = 0 if 
y<x anda,( if y>r. 
THEOREM 2. Let zl, . . . ,z,, wl,. . . , wk,m be integers satisfying 
O<z,< e-e <z,<m, O<w,<--a <wk<m, z,+w,>m. 
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Define subscripts It, Jt, K, by 
Then the singular values of A, B, C = A + B satisfy 
5 Y&G 2 a&+ 5 P,,. 
t=1 t=1 t=1 
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 1, we may assume A, B, C= A + B 
are n x n, with n > k + m, and that C is positive semidefinite. Set z,, r = * ’ * 
=z~_~=w~+~=.-. =w,_,=m. Then 
n--m 
Kt=t+ lx 4+,+,-&L t=l,...,m, 
p=l 
(5) 
since all terms in (5) but not (4) are zero. Let e,, . . . , e,,fr, . . . ,f,,gl, . . . ,g be 
eigenvectors as given in the proof of Theorem 1. Define integers 4,, &, , x, 
by 4,=z,+t, st=q+t, X,=n,+w,-m+t. Then 1<9,<*** <$,_, 
Gn, l< &I<... <&,_, <n, l< XI<**. < %,_, <n. By the lemma on 
page 112 of [4], the integers 4, < 1 * * < SF,_, are the integers 1,. ..,n 
distinct from I, < . . . < Z,. Similarly &r < . . . < &,_, are the integers 
1 , . . . , n distinct from Jr < * 1 . <J,,,, and x, < . . . < x,_, are the integers 
1 ,...,n distinct from K,<.*. <K,,,. Set 
i,=n+l- 4,-,+1-t, i,=n+l- &n_-m+l_t, 
k,=n+l- Xn--m+l--t, t=1 ,...,n-m. 
Then l<i,<*.. <i,_,<n, l< jr<.** <j,_,<n, l<k,<*** <k,,_, 
< n, and also 
k,= it+ it- t, t=1 ,...,n-m. 
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As in the proof of Theorem 1, there exists an (n - m)-dimensional subspace 
c n_-m such that 
dim(C,_,n(E4,...,E,))>n-m+l-t, 
dim(C,_,n(F, ,,..., F,))>n-m+l-t, 
dim( C,_, n (G,,. ..,G$) 2 t, t=1 ,...,n-m. 
This holds for any three sets of independent vectors {E,, . . . ,E,}, 
{F,,..., F,}, {Gp..., G,,}. However, we fix these sets by specifying that 
E,=e,+r-,Y Ft=fn+l-t, Gt=g,,+l_t, for t=l,..., m. 
Let gt =<En,...,E,+r_J, %t =<F “,..., Fn+r_& e, =(G “,... ,Gn+r_t>, 
for t=l,..., n.Then 6Tlc*++ cd?,, %jlc--. c%,,, f&c... ce,,andwe 
have 
dim( lZ,_, n &,) > t, dim( I?,_, n 33 $1) ) t, 
dim(C,_,n*k?,,_,)>n-m+l-t, t=1 ,...,n-7% 
The symbol 1 denotes orthogonal complement. Let C, = 1 C,_, . Then, by 
Lemma 1 of [7], and using the fact I,, Jt, 4 (t = 1,. . . ,m) are the integers 
complementary within 1,. . . ,n to 4,, St, X, (t = 1,. . . ,n - m), respectively, 
we obtain 
Here 
dim( C, n C,) > t, t=1,...,m. 
L621t-I=L(E,, ,..., E,+,_~)=I(e,,...,q_l) 
= <eIt,. . , en>, 
Thus we have found an m-dimensional space &,, such that 
dim(C,n(e, ,..., e,))>m+l-t, 
dim(k&n(f,,...,f,))>m+l-t, 
dim(C,n(gl....,&4))>t, t=1,...,m. 
The proof is now completed as in Theorem 1. 
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4. SINGULAR VALUES OF 
COMPLEMENTARY SUBMATRICES 
Throughout this section we assume that 
(6) 
is a partitioned rectangular matrix, where the blocks themselves may be 
rectangular. We let 
be the singular values of A, B, C, respectively. We wish to compare the q 
and pi with the yi. As in Sec. 3, we set S,(y) =0 if y < z and S,(y) = 1 if 
y > x. 
THEOREM 3. Let integers u, v, p, q, zl,. . .,z,, wl,. . ., w,, satisfy p > 0, 
q>O,p+q>O, u>O, ~20, and 
o<z,< ... <z,< p, 
Setx,+,=z,+,=-*- =p, w~+~=w~+~=~~- =q, and define integers Zt (for 
l<t<p),J,(fml<t<q),K,(forl<t<p+q)by 
z,=t+s,*(t)+-- +8,(t), t=1,...,p, (7.1) 
Jt=t+8,,(t)+-* +8,,(t), t=1,...,q, (7.2) 
K,= t+ 9,+,,(t) + * * * + 4&+o+w”+,(t)’ t=1 ,...,p+q. (7.3) 
Then the singular values of A, B, C in the partitioned matrix (6) satisfy 
P+9 
Ix Yy> 5 LyI+ 5 P,,. 
s=l s=l s=l 
Proof, By appending rows and columns of zeros we may assume that A, 
B, C are square, of dimensions a X a, b X b, n X n, respectively (a + b = n), 






K,=t+ rzl 4++,(t), t=L...,p+q, (8.3) 
where m = p + 9. This is because all terms in (8) but not (7) are zero. 
We may, by premultiplying C with a block diagonal unitary matrix, 
assume that A and B are positive semidefinite Hermitian. Let e,, . . . ,e, 
(column a-tuples) be orthonormal eigenvectors of A, let fi,. . . ,fb (column 
b-tuples) be orthonormal eigenvectors of B, and let g,, . . . ,g, (column n- 
tuples) be orthonormal eigenvectors of C*C, such that 
Ae, = atet, t=l,...,a, 
Bft = P&3 t=l,...,b, 
C* Cg, = &#> t=l,...,n. 
Set 
E, = % 
[ 1 ) t=1,..., a, 0 1 , t=l,..., b, 
so that Et, Ft are column n-tuples. Prolong E,, . . . ,E,, in any way to an 
orthonormal basis E,, . . . , E,, of column n-space, and prolong F,, . . . , Fb in any 
way to an orthonormal basis F,, . . ., F, of column n-space. Use (8.1) for 
t=p+1,..., mand (8.2) for t=q+l,..., m todefinez,,, ,..., Zm,Jq+Ir...,lm. 
Then there exists an m-dimensional space &, such that 
dim( e,,, n (E,, . . . , E&) > t, (9) 
dim( e,,, n (F,, . . . , F,t)) > t, (10) 
dim(C,n(grc,...,g,,))>m+l-t, t=l,...,m. (11) 
The existence of this space was proved in [8,6]; a proof is implicit in the 
proof of Theorem 1. We can, by (9), find orthonorinal vectors X,, . . . ,Xp in 
e,,, such that 
X,GE,,...,E4), t=1,...,p, 
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and also by (10) find orthonormal vectors YI, . . . , Yq in C, such that 
Y, E (F,, . . . , F-h t=1,...,9. 
Since I,, < a, lq < b, we see that 
x,= xt , 
[ 1 
x,E(e, ,..., e4), t=l,..., p, 
0 
Y,= 
[ I O , yt~(fl,...JJt), t=1,...,q. Yt 
Plainly, then, X,, . . . ,X,, Y,, . . . , Y 
hence are an ortbonormal basis o 1 
are orthonormal vectors in C,, and 
Cm. We may also, by (ll), find an 
orthonormal basis Z,, . . . , Z,,, of C, such that 
ZtE(g& ,..., &), t=1,..., p+9. 
We now compute as follows: 
5 LYI, + 5 P,* ( 5 (Awt) + 5 (4,~ yt) 
t=1 t=1 t=1 t=1 







The proof is complete. 
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Other inequalities of this nature can be proved. The following is an 
example. 
THEOREM 4. Let p, u, p, 9 be integers with p > 0, u > 0, 1 < p < 9. Then 
the singular values of A, B, C in the partitioned matrix (6) satisfy 
52 v*+ E yo+s+ 99 Yp+o+s z E ap+s+ 5 PO+,* 
s=l s=p+1 s=qfl .V=l s=l 
(12) 
Proof, As in the previous proofs, we may append zero rows or columns 
and so assume that A, B, C are a X a, b X b, n X n, respectively, with 
a+b=nanda>p+p,b~a+9.WemayalsotakeA,Bdiagonalwiththe 
first a (respectively, b) diagonal elements of each being their highest singular 
values, listed in nondecreasing order. 
We first prove (12) for the principal submatrix of C obtained by deleting 
the rows and columns passing through (Y~+~+ i, . . . , a,, PO+,+ 1,. . . , &. This 
principal submatrix is (p + u + p + 9)-square. If we establish (12) for this 
principal submatrix of C, it will follow for C itself from the interlacing 
inequalities for singular values of submatrices [9]. This means that it suffices 
to prove (12) when a=p+p, b=a+q, n=a+b. 
Set $,=a-p+s for s=l,..., p, and $,=n-9-p+s for s=p+ 
1 ,..., p+q. Set sS=b-9+s for s=l,..., 9, and &,=n-p-9+s for 
s=q+l ,...,q+p. Then set X, = 9, +&, +m-s-n for s=l,...,p+q 
= m. The inequality (12) then becomes 
P+9 
x Yx, > Ii as, + 5 PB.. 
s=l s=l s=l 
Set i, =n+l- 4,+i_,, ip=n+l- &m+l_-sr k,=n+l- Xm+l_s. Then 
l<i,<*.* <i,,,<n, 1~ iI<... <j,,,<n, l<k,<*** <k,,,<n, and k, 
=i,+j,-s for s=I ,..., m. Let e, ,..., e,, fi,...,fb, g, ,..., g,, &,...,E,, 
F l,...,F,, be as in the proof of Theorem 3. Set ~~=En+l--s, ~s=Fn+l_-s, 
7s=&+1_-s, for s=l,..., n. Then there is an m-dimensional space I?, such 
that 
dim(l?,n(pk,...,k))>m+l-s, 
dim(f+,,n(vL ,..., y,))>m+l-s, 
dim( Em CI (TV,. . . ,T,)) a s, s = 1,. . . ,m. 
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These conditions amount to 
dim( C, II (F,, . . . ,Fg,)) 2 S, 
dim(e,n(g,,,...,&))>m+I-S, s=l,...,m. 
The proof is now completed as in Theorem 3. n 
5. INDEPENDENCE OF THE INEQUALITIES 
A natural question is whether any of the inequalities in Theorem 2 are 
implied by those in Theorem 1, and conversely. Using the notation in Sec. 2, 
setw,=--* = w, = m. Then we obtain 
K,=z,=t+S,Jt)+ * * - +8,(t), Jt=t, t=l,...,m. 
That is, the inequality of Theorem 2 contains as a special case the inequality 
found by Lid&ii [2], namely 
5 for 1 < I, < * * * < Z,. (13.1) 
t=1 t=1 t=1 
Similarly, setting zr = - . . = z, = m yields the alternative version of Lid&ii’s 
inequality, 
m 
lx YJ, G 5 % + 5 P&7 for l<J,<*** <_Z,. (14.1) 
t=1 t=1 t=1 
(Actually, Lidskii stated his result only for the eigenvalues of a sum of 
Hermitian matrices.) The inequalities (13.1), (13.2) are also special cases of 
the Theorem 1 inequalities; simply set jt = t, thereby obtaining 
or set it = t, yielding 
for 1< il < . . . < i,. (14.2) 
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We shall now show that in no case other than these does a Theorem 1 
inequality imply a Theorem 2 inequality, or conversely, in the sense given in 
the next theorem. 
THEOREM 5. Let i,, it, k, and It, _i,, K, be the subscripts in Theorems 1 
and 2, respectively; t=l,...,m. 
(i) Zf i, < It, it < It, k, > K, fin- t = 1,. . . , m, then the inequalities in both 
Theorems 1 and 2 reduce to the same Lidskii inequality; that is, to (13.1) 
and (13.2) with i, = It for t = 1,. . . , m, or to (14.1) and (14.2) with it = 1, for 
t=l,...,m. 
(ii) Zf i, > It, it > _lt, k, < K, fm t = 1,. . . ,m, the inequalities in both 
Theorems 1 and 2 similurly reduce to the same Lia’skii inequality, (13), with 
i, = Z, for each t, or (14) with it = I, for each t. 
Proof 
(i) Seti,=t+p,,j,=t+q,,wherep,>O,q,)O,andp,(p,(...,q,(q, 
<a**. The conditions it < I,, it < It, Kt > k, then become 
p, ( 9,(t) + * * * + S,(t), 
p,+qt> %,+W,-,(t)+*** +%$+,-,(t). 
These inequalities show that 
p, < the number of zl, . . . , z, not exceeding t - 1, 
qt < the number of wI, . . . , w, not exceeding t - 1, 
p,+q,>thenumberofz,+w,-m,...,z,+w,-m 
not exceeding t - 1, t = 1,. . . , m; 
and therefore we obtain 
{the number of z1 + w1 - m, . . . , z, + w, - m not exceeding t} 
< {the number of zl,. . . , zk not exceeding t} 
+ {the number of wl,. . . , w, not exceeding t}, t=O,...,m-1. 
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Write this more concisely as 
{#~,+w,-m~t}~{#z~~t}+{#w~~t}, t=o,...,m. (15) 
[(IS) is trivially satisfied for t = m.] Suppose zi + wi = m + ZJ, and also that 
z,+w,=... =a,+w,<2,+1+w,+1 
(or v=k). Then zi=.+* =zV, wi=*.* =w,, andz,>p, wi>p. Set t=p in 
(15). The left-hand side equals Y > 0. If zi > ZJ and wi > p, then the right- 
hand side equals 0. Hence either zi = ZJ (implying wi = m) or wi = 1-1 (imply- 
ingz,=m),sayw,=m.Butthen wi=*** =wk=m,andwehave.Z,=tfor 
t=1 , . . . ,m. The inequality of Theorem 2 is now seen to be the Lid&i 
inequality with Zt = Kt for each t. Since it < It = t, the inequality of Theorem 
1 also becomes a Lid&ii inequality, with it = k, and it = t for all t. Because 
It= K, < h= i,, we get i,= It= &= & for each t. Thus the inequalities in 
Theorems 1 and 2 reduce to the same Lid&ii inequality. 
(ii) As in (i), we obtain 
{#zl+wl-m<t}>{#z~~t}+{~wl~t}, t=O,...,m-1. (16) 
Let I_L be the largest integer for which we do not have .zll = We = m. For this IL, 
wehave~=Oorz~+wI,-m=u<m;andatleastoneofz,<m,w,<m,say 
z,, < m. Put t = m - 1 in (16). The left-hand side equals CL, and the first term 
on the right-hand side equals p. Hence {# We < m- l} =O, implying wi 
=... = w, = m. But then .Jt = t for all t, and as in part (i) the inequalities of 
Theorems 1 and 2 reduce to the same Lid&i inequality. w 
We next compare the inequalities in Theorems 3 and 4. For this com- 




iq, kp...,$,+q d enote the a, p, y subscripts, respectively, in 
Suppose that 
I,> i,, s=l,..., p, I,>i,, s=l,..., q, KS<kS, s=l,..., p+q. 
07) 
This is the case when a Theorem 4 inequality formally implies a Theorem 3 
inequality.FromZ,>i,=s+pfors<pwegetu,p,z,=...=z,=O.From 
Z,>j,=s+a for s<q we get v>a, wi=*** =wO=O. From K,<k,=s for 
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s< p we get u+u=O or z,+w,>p. From K,<k,=a+s for p<s<q we 
get .G+~+W~+~ >q, and from K,<kS=p+a+s for q<s< p+q we get 
~p+o+l+wP+o+I > p + q. Evidently at least one of p, u is zero. If u > 0, then 
P’O, zl=. . . = p, wl=” . =wo=o, wo+l=. . . =q, and then KS=s for 
s G p, KS= s + u for s > p. Thus both (7) and (12) become 
5 us+ ps s+(I > 5 4+ 5 Ps+,- Y (18) 
s=l s=p+l s=l s=l 
1f,however,p>0,thenu=0,w,=~~~=q,z,=~~~=z,=0,z,+,=~~~=p, 
and then both (7) and (12) become 
5 u*+ ‘S Ys+p> 5 Lys+p+ 2 P,. 
s=l s=q+l s=l s=l 
(19) 
If u=p=O, then p+q=kp+q>Kp+q implies that z,+w,>p+q and both 
(7) and (12) reduce to (18) [or (19)]. 
Now suppose that 
I,<$, s=l,..., p, 
This is the situation when a Theorem 3 inequality formally implies a 
Theorem 4 inequality. From Z,<i,=p+s for s< p, we get zP+l=p. From 
Is<js, s=l,..., q, KS>kS, s=l,..., p+q. 
(20) 
_Z,< j,=u+s for s<q, we get wO+i =q. From K,>o+s for p<s<q, we 
get zO+woQ p. From K,>p+u+s for q<s< p+q, we get z~+~+w~+~ 
<q. If p>O and a>O, these yield p+q<zp+l+w,+l<zp+o+wp+a<q. 
Hence p=O or u=O. For p=O we get xi=*-- =p, wl=*-- =wo=O, 
W 0+1= -* * = q, and then both (7) and (12) reduce to (18). If u = 0, then 
WI= .*- =9*“1=” * =z,=o, z p+1=. . . = p, and both (7) and (12) reduce 
to (19). This proves the following theorem. 
THEOREM 6. the only inequalities in Theorem 3 formully comparable 
with inequalities in Theorem 4 are the inequulities (18), (19). 
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6. PROOFS USING THE 
INTERLACING INEQUALITIES 
The inequalities of Sec. 3 can be proved using the interlacing inequalities 
for the eigenvalues of principal submatrices of Hermitian matrices. Two 
remarks are in order, however: (i) Although this type of proof works 
smoothly, it should always be regarded with disfavor, since it conceals the 
underlying geometry; (ii) the interlacing inequalities for singular values of 
submatrices [9], which would appear to be the natural tool for proving 
singular-value inequalities, in fact do not seem particularly helpful. 
Alternative Proof of Theorem 1. Let C= A + B be rectangular matrices. We 
are to prove that Z~==lyi,+j~_s < CT= ioi + 2:= i pi. Appending rows and 
columns of zeros, we may take C, A, B to be n-square with i,,, + i,,, - m < n. 
Let N=~~,_‘,,[(i,- i,_i-- l)+( i,-- i,_i- l)]. We first show how to reduce the 
argument to the case N = 0. To do this, suppose N > 0 and let u be the 
maximal integer for which 
Ifu=m,thenN=O,sowesupposeu<mand,say,i,+,#u+l.Letf,,...,f, 
be orthonormal row eigenvectors for BB*, and let g,, . . . , g, be orthonormal 
row eigenvectors forAA*:fiBB*=PisJ, giCC*=&, i=l,...,n. Let Ube a 
unitary matrix in which the first n - 1 rows span a space containing g,, . . . , g,, 
f 11 + 2,. . . , fn (possible b ecause u < n - 1). Then yf,. . . , 7,” are eigen- 
values of the leading (n - l)-square submatrix of UCC* U*, and pz+s,. . . , /3,” 
a_e _eigenvalues of the leading (n - l)-square submatrix of UBB* U*. Let A, 
B, C be the n-square matrices obtained by replacing the last row of UA, UB, 
UC, respectively, with a zero row. Then, by a rem_ark just made and th: 
interlacing inequalities, the singular values Gi, 2 . . . , & > * * - , T1 > . * . of A, 
i, C satisfy Gi, < ot for all t, j1 < & for t < u, j, = &+ 1 for t > u, y, = yt for 
t<u, TtaYt+l for t > u + 1. Combining these inequalities with 
@hicJh is-seen to be valid by applying the induction hypothesis applied to 
C = A + B), the result follows. 
It suffices therefore to establish the inequality in the case N = 0. A similar 
argument, taking C diagonal and using the interlacing inequalities, shows 
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that it suffices to consider the case m= n, and then the desired inequality 
follows from trC=trA +trB together with ]trA] < Z),,a,, ]trB( <Z:,,& 
This last step, that (trA( < 2” t_1~t, can be proved by observing that A may 
be taken to be diag(a,, . . . , a,,) V, with V= (4) unitary, and then noticing that 
]trA] < X:=ioi]uii] < Z:=,a,, since ]utt] < 1. n 
A similar argument can be used to prove Theorem 2. 
7. EXTREMAL CHARACTERIZATIONS 
OF SCA’ITERINGS OF SINGULAR VALUES 
In this section we give extremal characterizations for sums and products 
of a scattering of singular values. These characterizations are suggested by 
the von Neumann-Fan [l] characterization of singular values and the 
Hersch-Zwahlen [lo] characterization of sums of eigenvalues of a Hermitian 
matrix. 
Modifying the definitions introduced in Sec. 2, throughout this section we 
assume that A is an n-square matrix, with singular values s,(A) > * - * > s,,(A) 
(only). We let Ei(AA*) d enote the linear space spanned by the eigenspaces 
for AA * corresponding to eigenvalues s,(A)‘, . . . , s,(A)‘. Thus dim Ei (AA *) 
= n - i + 1 unless s,_,(A) = s,(A), in which case Ei(AA*) has higher dimen- 
sion, specifically n - j + 1, where s,(A) > - - - > s/(A) > ++r(A) = * * * = So. 
We define Ei(A*A) similarly. 
THEOREM 7. lf 1 < i, < . - * < ik < n, then 
where the max is taken over all vectors x1,. . .,x,, yl,. . . , yk such that xl,. . .,x, 
are orthonormul, yl,. . . , yk are orthononnul, and 
dim{ xi, . . . , x,)nE&A*A)>k+l-t, 
dim{ yr, . . . , yk)nEL(AA*)>k+l-t, for t=l,...,k. 
Proof. Let A = UH, where U is unitary and H= (A*A)‘i2 is positive 
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semidefinite. If xi,. . . ,x,, yi,. . . , yk satisfy the conditions in the theorem, then 
= il I(H ““xt, H 1’2U* yt) 1 
( i IIH”2~tll IIH1’2U*ytII 
t-1 
& ((A*A)““x;,x; ,)( $$AA*)‘~aY;yY;))1’2 
In this calculation xi,. . . , xi are an orthonormal basis of (x,, - - - xk) such that 
x;E E,(A*A), t= l,..., k; and y;;* * y; are an orthonormal basis of 
(Y l,...,yk) such that yjEE&iA*). 
We must now show that the right-hand side of (21) is assumed. Let 
, . . . , x, 
Z;(A)’ 
be orthonormal eigenvectors of A*A corresponding to eigenvalues 
,...,sC(A)‘. Since AA*= U(A*A)U*, yl= Ux, ,..., yk= Ux, are 
orthonormal eigenvectors of AA *, also corresponding to .q,(A)‘, , . , , sl, (A)2; 
and (AX,, YJ = ((A*A)‘12 x,, U* yt) = s&A)(x,, XJ = s,,(A). This completes the 
proof. n 
The multiplicative version of Theorem 7 is the following. 
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THEOREM 8. With 1~ i, < * * * < i, < n, 
maxIdet[(A~~,y,)l,.,,,.k(=s,(A)...s~(A)y 
the maximum being taken over all sets of vectors x1,. . . , xk2 yl,. . . , yk satisfy- 
ing the conditions given in Theorem 7. 
Proof. We simply sketch the proof: 
Idet{(A~~,y,)}l=ldet[(H”2~~,H1’2U*yU)]I 
< det[(H 1/2x~,H’/2~“)]1’2det[(H1/2U*yt,H1/2U*y,)] 
=det[ ((A*A)1’2~~,~U)]1’2det[ ((AA*)1’2y,, y”)] 
= %p) * - * 3,&A). 
The first < is based on the fact that the determinant in question is an inner 
product in exterior algebra. The second < is based on a known maximal 
property in exterior algebra. n 
Although extremal properties of singular values like those given above 
have some interest, they have not been found useful (except in special cases) 
in proving singular value inequalities of the type given in the earlier parts of 
this paper. 
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